ents. 9 Furthermore, each of those decisions poses substantial risks to industrial peace. Although they cut deeply into the values of the NLRA in order to combat racial discrimination, it is doubtful that they will significantly contribute to that end. Their legal justifications are as questionable as their probable consequences. In short, their doctrinal and operational difficulties illustrate the problems that have arisen from a dubious assumption that dominates official action against racial discrimination: "the more remedies, the better."
I. THE BACKGROUND
A brief survey of the Board's early efforts to curb racial discrimination in union representation and membership is necessary for an understanding of recent developments. Those efforts reflected a broad federal policy against racial discrimination that had gradually emerged from executive orders and landmark constitutional decisions and that later crystallized in the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Since neither the Wagner Act nor its amendments had directly proscribed racial discrimination by employers 0 or unions," the Board's initial efforts rested on its implied authority over the representation machinery established by section 9 of the NLRA.1 2 In exercising that authority, the Board indicated that unions guilty of certain forms of discrimination would be denied certification or have prior certifications revoked.' 3 But the Board's direct remedy against a union's breach of its duty of fair representation, by declaring it an unfair labor practice. Thus, the unfair labor practice machinery, based on section 8 of the NLRA, supplemented the representational machinery, based on section 9, as a weapon against racial discrimination in employment in which a bargaining agent was involved.
Before 1964 the Board had never denied or revoked certification on the ground that a union had denied membership to Negroes within the bargaining unit or admitted them only to a segregated local. On the eve of the passage of Title VII, a majority of the Board took that step in Independent Metal Workers Local 1 (Hughes Tool Co.), 2 1 explicitly overruling a series of prior decisions 22 and also declaring that racial segregation in membership by a statutory bargaining representative "may violate Section 8(b)." '23 Hughes Tool, like the Board's earlier leading cases, was concerned with the appropriate response to charges of discrimination that were not seriously contested. It is not clear whether the absence of difficult factual questions and the burdens they involve played a role in the Board's decision to exercise its discretionary policy making authority and in its reliance upon constitutional decisions that perhaps were inapplicable to Board proceedings. The Board's reasons for disqualifying offending unions from section 9 certification appeared to be no less applicable to section 8 proceedings to secure bargaining orders in favor of an uncertified union. 24 Nevertheless, before 1964 the Board had not applied, or indicated that it would apply, its reasoning to bargaining order cases. 25 Only after Title VII was enacted did the Board declare that unions with racially discriminatory membership prac- 21. 147 N.L.R.B. 1573, 56 L.R.R.M. 1289 (1964) . Two dissenters joined in the rescission of certification, relying, however, on the execution of discriminatory agreements, as distinguished from the existence of union discrimination in membership. Id. at 1579, 56 L.R.R.M. at 1295.
22. Id. at 1577-78, 56 L.R.R.M. at 1294 ("insofar as such cases hold that unions which exclude employees from membership on racial grounds, or which classify or segregate members on racial grounds, may obtain or retain certified status under the Act"). Again the Board invoked, albeit with a "Cf.," constitutional decisions of the Supreme Court, including Shelley v. Kraemer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948) .
23. 147 N.L.R.B. at 1574, 56 L.R.R.M. at 1293. The Board did not specify which provision or provisions of that section would be violated.
24. The Board may recognize a union's representative status by certifying it on the basis of section 9 of the NLRA or by issuing a bargaining order based on section 8(a)(5) of the Act. See generallv NLRB v. Gissel Packing Co., 395 U.S. 575 (1969 
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tices were inherently incapable of fair representation and should, accordingly, be denied the benefits of a bargaining order when members of the aggrieved group were also members of the bargaining unit. 26 The Board had, however, not clearly delineated standards for determining the existence of disqualifying discrimination; nor had it exhibited any zeal in situations in which membership discrimination was suspected but not clearly demonstrated. 27 The immediate significance of Mansion House is the court's direction to the Board to play a more energetic role by applying evolving Title VII standards, and, more specifically, by withholding a bargaining order that would benefit a union that has not corrected racially discriminatory membership practices.
II. BARGAINING ORDERS AND UNION DISCRIMINATION
In Mansion House, according to the Board's findings, the employer committed flagrant violations of the NLRA. 29 Shortly after the union made a request for recognition, supported by signed authorization cards from a majority of the eight eligible employees, the employer discharged the employees who had signed up and denied the union's request. The Board ordered the employer to reinstate the discharged employees, with back pay, and to bargain with the union. During the Board hearing, the employer, apparently for the first time, claimed that the union's membership practices discriminated against blacks and offered to prove that blacks comprised less than one per cent of the union membership (3 out of 375), whereas the local union's jurisdictional territory, the St. Louis metropolitan area, was fifty per cent nonwhite. 30 Affirming the trial examiner's rejection of that offer, the Board noted the lack of any allegation that the union had dis- It is worth noting that the court did not mention that there was question under the amorphous doctrines ofjus tertii about the employer's standing to object to the alleged violation of the rights of his employees. For a criticism of the court's implied finding of standing, see Leslie, supra note 5, at 38-46. See also H.M. HART & H. WECHSLER, THE
6
[42:1 criminated since its abolition of segregated locals in 1968, and also noted that one of the employees who had signed an authorization card was black. 31 The Eighth Circuit enforced the reinstatement and back pay orders 32 but withheld enforcement of the bargaining order pending supplemental briefing on several issues, including (1) whether the Board "[m]ay ... order certification or recognition of a union that has been guilty of racial discrimination in the selection of its membership"; (2) the impact on labor relations of denial of representation status to these unions; and (3) the "standards [that] should measure whether a union is guilty of racial discrimination." 3 3 Board counsel submitted avowedly guarded answers to those questions, 34 stating that the Board had not yet addressed FEDERAL COURTS AND THE FEDERAL SYSTEM 184-91 (2d ed. 1973). It should also be observed that in Mansion House the employer was not unionized at the time that he hired his employees, and their lack of membership was not an obstacle to employment. Accordingly, protecting the substance of the employee's right to be free from discrimination in employment did not depend on recognizing the employer's standing to invoke that claim against the union. Cf id. at 190; Note, Standing to Assert ConstitutionalJus Tertii, 88 HARV. L. REV. 423, 424-28 (1974) . See generally id. Indeed, the employer's interests harmonized with those of the allegedly victimized group only so long as he did not find it expedient to abandon his resistance to recognition of the union in exchange for either a better bargain or relief from economic pressure. Cir. 1973) [hereinafter cited as Board's brief]. The court also requested supplemental briefing on the question of whether an employer claim of membership discrimination is timely if it is first asserted after section 8(a)(5) charges have been filed with the Board. Id. at 2. Board counsel replied that the Board had not relied on the timing of the employer's claim and that counsel were not aware of any case making that consideration decisive. Id. at 9.
34. On the question of withholding representative status from discriminatory unions, the answer was that the Board had not reconsidered its reasoning in Independent Metal Workers Local I (Hughes Tool Co.) 147 N.L.R.B. 1573, 56 L.R.R.M. 1289 (1964) , discussed in text at note 18 supra, or considered its applicability to bargaining order cases. Board's brief at 4-5. There was, moreover, no suggestion in the Board's brief that the enactment of Title VII might affect the asserted constitutional basis for Hughes Tool or the Board's exercise of its discretionary authority. Cf text and notes at notes 50, 71 infra.
Answering the question about the impact of the Board's declining to affirm the representative status of discriminatory unions, Board counsel noted that the impact was "uncertain and speculative"; for the result in Hughes Tool itself was unknown, and in the eight years after that decision the Board had not refused to certify a union or issue a bargaining order on the ground of a union's discriminatory membership practices. Board's brief at 5.
Finally, responding to the question concerning standards for determining whether a union discriminates, counsel stated that the Board had not formulated those tests in de-the pertinent considerations. 35 The court, denied comprehensive, specialized guidance from the government, 36 found the rejection of the employer's offer of proof to be error and denied enforcement of the bargaining order. The court reasoned this way: A governmental agency that recognizes the representative status of a discriminatory union "significantly becomes a willing participant in the union's discriminatory practices.
' 37 Although a union is not a governmental instrumentality, the Board and the courts are; consequently, 'judicial enforcement of private discrimination cannot be sanctioned.
'38 "Federal complicity through recognition of a discriminating union serves not only to condone the discrimination but in effect legitimizes and perpetuates such invidious practices" 39 and is unconstitutional. 40 The court recognized the risk of pretextual claims of racial discrimination by employers seeking to evade their NLRA duties 4 1 but invited the Board to develop appropriate prophylactic measures. 42 tail, but that the Board's approach was not inconsistent with Title VII cases permitting an inference of discrimination from statistical imbalance. Id. at 6-7. Furthermore, he said, the Board's result in Mansion House was consistent with those cases, since there had been no allegation of union discrimination occurring after 1968 and since the union's recruitment of a black employee indicated its freedom from racial discrimination. Id. at 9. 35. Board's brief at 9-10. 36. The union's supplemental brief, in my opinion, effectively presented the principal constitutional, statutory, and administrative considerations to the court. In any event, the court's opinion was silent as to whether the general questions addressed to Board counsel should have been remanded for consideration by the Board. In NLRB v. Food Store Employees, Local 347, 417 U.S. 1, 9 (1974) , the Supreme Court emphasized that "the Board, not its legal representative, [should] exercise the discretionary judgment which Congress has entrusted to it." 37. 473 F.2d at 473. The court noted that racial discrimination in membership frequently denies employment opportunities to its victims, id., but passed over the fact that union membership in the case before it had resulted in loss of employment for a black employee, among others. (1969) . But that expedient would not appear to be available when frivolous claims have been made by an employer or a rival union in a certification proceeding under § 9 of the NLRA. The Board's determinations under that section are not "final orders" that are directly enforceable by the courts.
In any event, the Mansion House court's vague requirement that a union, once guilty of discrimination, take "affirmative action", coupled with the court's reliance on statistical First, the Board's issuance of a bargaining order in favor of a discriminatory union, unlike specific enforcement of a restrictive covenant, does not involve enforcement of a racially discriminatory standard, such as might be embodied in a union constitution. 47 Second, and even more important, in those cases in which the Supreme Court has treated the state's involvement in private conduct as "governmental action," the Constitution was the only available remedy against governmental support or toleration of offensive private arrangements. 48 Accordingly, such enforcement, together with the common law or legislation on which it rested, could readily have been viewed as official support for, and approval of, "private" discrimination; invalidation of the covenant on that ground was understandable.
49
In situations such as Mansion House, the NLRB's affirmation of a union's representative status stands on a wholly different footing. The Board's failure to act against discrimination in a bargaining agent's membership practices is not the failure of the federal government; for in Title VII Congress has unequivocally proscribed those practices and has apparently discharged any constievidence of racial imbalance in union membership, will reduce the number of instances in which claims of discrimination will be found to be "pretextual." 43 tutional obligation to provide a remedy. Consequently, Title VII transformed the problem of "state action" and made the Board's earlier analysis in Hughes Tool 3 0 obsolete. Furthermore, Title VII reduced-or should have reduced-pressure on the Board to trifle with the provisions of the NLRA 51 by subordinating its own primary responsibilities to create a remedy against racial discrimination by unions. Given the existence of an independent and apparently plenary Title VII remedy, 52 the NLRB's determination that a union is entitled to representative status can be viewed as only a finding that the union has mustered the requisite support in an appropriate unit. And, in the context of representation cases, the Board's partial or complete abstention on the issues of membership discrimination can be viewed as a decision that other tribunals, such as the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and the federal courts, can more appropriately and more effectively dispose of those issues.
A holding that the Constitution bars this jurisdictional approach has wholly unacceptable implications. It implies that all official agencies must have overlapping responsibility to uncover and develop remedies for racial discrimination. It also implies that the Constitution would prevent Congress from eliminating duplicative remedies by providing that a single agency should have exclusive jursidiction over claims of racial discrimination by employers and unions. 53 Whatever the wisdom of such exclusivity, there is no convincing basis for rejecting it on constitutional grounds.
One other possible ground for finding "governmental action" in the Mansion House situation should be mentioned in the interest of completeness. The union, it has been suggested, should be treated as an instrumentality of government because it is compre- [42:1 hensively regulated and because the law endows it with the exclusive right to bargain for all employees, union and nonunion alike, in the pertinent unit. 54 There is no formula delineating the reach of this aspect of the "government action" doctrine, but its analytical and operational shortcomings are well known. 55 Before the passage of Title VII, Professor Wellington wisely suggested that when Congress has been sensitive to the claims of minorities, the courts should be reluctant to regulate with so blunt an instrument as the Constitution. 56 Since then the profusion of statutory and executive remedies against racial discrimination has fortified his observation and, correspondingly, has reduced the justification for risking the uncertainties and the loss of union autonomy inherent in characterizing unions as governmental instrumentalities.
57
The foregoing discussion suggests that the Constitution does not provide an adequate basis for the disqualification imposed by Mansion House. The question remains, however, whether that disqualification might be properly based on one of two possible interpretations of the NLRA. Under the first, the NLRB would be required to bar discriminatory unions from access to its representation machinery. Under the second, the Board would be free to deny its imprimatur to offending unions, using its discretionary authority over the representation machinery, 58 required to take that action. In other words, a court might decline to direct the Board to withhold its representation processes but might willingly recognize the Board's discretion to do so, because of the Board's superior ability to determine whether policing union membership practices would be consistent with its primary and exclusive responsibilities under the NLRA.
The language and the legislative history of the Taft-Hartley Act of 1947 provide strong arguments against judicial conscription of the NLRB as a monitor of union membership practices. A proviso to section 8(b)(1)(A), added to the NLRA in 1947, guarantees "the right of a labor organization to prescribe its own rules with respect to the acquisition or retention of membership therein." 5 9
The Mansion House court urged, however, that the provision does not show that a discriminatory union must have access to Board processes that will compel an employer to bargain. 60 The court's argument gains some support from the fact that the Board's withholding of its representation machinery prior to the Taft-Hartley Act was based on section 9 of the Wagner Act 61 and hence is not directly limited by the proviso to Section 8(b)(1)(A). Furthermore, the court suggested, the legislative history of Taft-Hartley is silent on the specific question of whether a racially discriminatory union is to have access to the Board's representation machinery. 62 Nevertheless, the court's arguments ignore important elements of the pertinent legislative history. A committee report emphasized that the 1947 legislation was not designed "to limit the labor organization with respect to either its selection of membership or expulsion therefrom" but only "to protect the employee in his job if unreasonably expelled or denied membership. ' the committee report. In any event, it is unconvincing to suggest that the union autonomy over membership policies that was expressly safeguarded in section 8(b)(1)(A) was or had already been qualified by Congress under another section of the Act that does not even address that point. Unions have carefully guarded that autonomy, and any proposal for legislative limitation of it would have provoked considerable debate. 64 Furthermore, sections 9(f)-(h) of Taft-Hartley (since repealed) 65 suggest that Congress did not rely on silence when it wished to block particular categories of unions from access to the Board's machinery. In short, Taft-Hartley did not require the Board to monitor membership criteria, and the notorious failure of the Landrum-Griffin Act of 1959 to deal with discrimination in membership reinforces that conclusion.
66
Although the foregoing considerations create difficulties even for the position that the Board has discretion to deny access to discriminatory unions, that position is easier to maintain than the Mansion House position. Before the Taft-Hartley Act, the Board, in response to the Steele case, 67 had announced its implied power under section 9 to disqualify unions for breach of the duty of fair representation. 6 It is true that in Steele the Supreme Court had stated that racially discriminatory membership practices did not violate the Railway Labor Act or the Constitution.
6 9 But the Court had imposed the duty of fair representation for the stated purpose of avoiding constitutional questions and had implied that such questions did not arise from racial discrimination in membership. The Board, by contrast, is not limited to results with constitutional overtones. Furthermore, Congress in the Taft-Hartley Act had not limited the authority previously asserted by the Board to withhold certification from unions defaulting on their duty of fair representation. The Board would have ample grounds for finding that denial of membership on invidious grounds might involve a risk of unfair representation. Since such representation is difficult to prove, the Board could make a good case for withholding representative status, as a prophylactic measure, from unions found guilty of racial discrimination in membership. Nevertheless, that argument is vulnerable, because it clashes so sharply with the purposes disclosed by the pertinent legislative history. Title VII is once again of critical importance in determining whether and under what circumstances the Board's implied power, if it is recognized, should be employed. As already indicated, Tide VII fundamentally changes the pertinence of Shelley v. Kraemer and related cases invoked by the Board in support of its earlier monitoring of membership practices. 7 1 Furthermore, because of Title VII and similar measures, discrimination will no longer be written into collective bargaining agreements and union constitutions. Consequently, claims of discrimination are likely to raise complex and time-consuming issues that do not fit into the area of the Board's customary expertise. Tide VII has thus reduced the need for Board intervention while increasing its concomitant burdens. In addition, it is now more difficult for the Board to discharge these burdens because the progressively increasing number of cases within its exclusive jurisdiction has strained its resources.
2
The Board's monitoring of membership practices would not merely impose a more onerous and duplicative caseload but would threaten a central purpose of the Board's representation machinery, namely, the prompt resolution of representation disputes by orderly means, instead of by strikes, picketing, and other forms of industrial strife.
7 3 That purpose led to the denial of Industrial peace, as well as employee self-determination, is likely to be promoted by expeditious operation of the Board's representation machinery. Delay gives employers opportunities to erode majority support. The prospect of delay also prompts unions to bypass the representation machinery and resort to recognitional picketing and other forms of economic pressure. Section 8(b)(7), added to the NLRA by the 1959 amendments, 7 6 was designed to curtail recognitional picketing and speed up the resolution of concomitant representation questions.
7
Mansion House will endanger those purposes by increasing the duration of representation cases and, consequently, extending the time during which recognitional picketing will be permitted. Furthermore, that decision will create problems in applying section 8(b)(7) to picketing by unions whose representational eligibility is being litigated or has been denied by the Board. Since Congress did not address the question of the basis for declaring a union ineligible, the statutory lacunae with respect to those problems are understandable. (Congress's silence also serves to support the conclusion that Mansion House disregards the purposes reflected in the NLRA and its legislative history.) In any event, a result, such as the one in Mansion House, that is separated from the moorings of the statute is likely to breed additional administrative alterations in the statutory arrangements. Specifically, if a union is found ineligible for certification, it would be odd if the Board permitted it to engage in recognitional picketing and thereby to secure the representation status unavailable through the Board's processes. To avoid both that result and the prospect of a series of election petitions followed by recognitional picketing, 7 8 the Board would be under pressure to disregard the literal language of section 8(b)(7) by making any recognitional picketing by an ineligible union a violation of that section2.
9
No matter how the difficulties of integrating the Mansion House doctrine and section 8(b)(7) are ultimately resolved, strong unions will frequently be able to achieve recognition by economic pressure, without recourse to the Board's processes. Indeed, if such unions have reason to fear charges of membership discrimination, whether well founded or frivolous, they will find self-help more attractive than the Board's machinery. And even when they resort to that machinery, a post-election inquiry into their eligibility 8 0 may be forestalled if their showing of majority strength, backed by economic pressure, actual or threatened, leads to em- If, contrary to its decision in Bekins, the Board were to consider charges of discriminatory membership practices prior to holding an election, recognitional picketing would raise a different set of practical and legal problems. If the resolution of the charges took more time than the holding of an election, the period of lawful recognition picketing would be increased. Furthermore, if the sustaining of those charges prevented an election, subsequent recognitional picketing by the ineligible union would not bring section 8(b)(7)(B) of the NLRA into play. Instead the picketing would be governed by section ployer recognition before the Board completes its inquiry. 8 1 Thus, the indirect Mansion House remedy against discrimination is likely to be erratic and ineffective where it is most needed.
82
Recourse to the Mansion House remedy will raise a familiar problem: determining the effect that NLRB decisions should have in actions filed under Title VII. For example, if the NLRB rejects a claim of discriminatory membership practices by a union, can the same claim be pressed under Title VII? The cases suggest that the Board's exculpatory decisions would be admissible in Title VII proceedings 8 3 but would not bar such proceedings.
8 4 Furthermore, even if the Board found discriminatory membership practices, its remedies could be supplemented under Title VII. Finally, it appears that a victim of discrimination might simultaneously proceed under both statutes for a remedy against the 81. In Mansion House, the court acknowledged the possibility and legality of such recognition but expressed the hope that the costs of recognition strikes, reinforced by pressure from international unions, would encourage locals to abandon discriminatory practices. See 473 F.2d 471, 475 n.8 (8th Cir. 1973) , quoting Sovern, supra note 14, at 607-08. As indicated above, the Board's approach in Dunbar Express might be extended so as to outlaw recognitiona picketing by ineligible unions. See text and note at note 79 supra. It is, however, difficult to derive a direct remedy against recognition strikes from the existing statutes.
82. Some unions that have been charged with racial discrimination in membership, such as construction unions, do not resort to the Board in order to secure recognition. Even the Board's Miranda remedy has rarely been invoked against construction unions. See Boyce, Racial Discrimination and the National Labor Relations Act, 65 Nw. U.L. REv. 232, 241 (1970).
As to Mansion House itself, after the court's decision, the NLRB permitted the union to withdraw its section 8(a) (5) Consequently, the effect of the litigation on the union's admission practices is uncertain. It is, however, possible that the litigation prompted the union to take whatever remedial action may have been necessary either to qualify for the Board's processes in the future or to bring itself in conformity with Tide VII.
83. Cf. Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36, 60 (1974). In Gardner-Denver the admissibility in a Tide VII proceeding of a prior arbitration award finding no racial discrimination was predicated in part on the federal policy favoring arbitration. There is no similar strong policy favoring NLRB monitoring of union membership practices. Hence the evidentiary rule of Gardner-Denver might not be extended to NLRB determinations; but it should be, as a means of curtailing multiple litigation of the same claim. That extension would run counter to the general rule of evidence that if a prior judgment in a civil case does not bar a later action, it is not admissible in that action. See C. same misconduct. 8 6 These possibilities for multiple litigation and the concomitant burdens on the already overtaxed machinery of adjudication should at least be considered before adding the Board's representation processes to the arsenal of weapons against racial discrimination. Mansion House is likely to breed controversies in analogous situations, particularly because the court stated its rule broadly: that "the remedial machinery of the National Labor Relations Act cannot be available to a union which is unwilling to correct past practices of discrimination. 8 7 That formulation would provide a plausible basis for denying a union access to the Board or the courts in each of the following situations, which are illustrative and not exhaustive: (1) a union seeking an award of disputed work to its constituents pursuant to section 10(k) of the NLRA 8 8 is alleged to be guilty of racial discrimination; (2) an allegedly discriminatory union files an unfair labor practice charge, alleging, for example, that its representatives were improperly denied access to employees during an organizational campaign; (3) an allegedly discriminatory union seeks to enforce nondiscriminatory and valid provisions of a collective bargaining agreement allegedly violated by an employer; 8 9 (4) a union, its parent, or its
86. An individual claiming that a union practices racial discrimination is entitled to file a petition to intervene in a representation proceeding or an unfair labor practice proceeding that might lead to an order to bargain with the union. See NLRB, Rules & Regs., Ser. 8, 29 C.F.R. § § 102.29 & 102.65(b) (1974) . If employers are permitted to question a union's eligibility, employees in the prospective bargaining unit should also be entitled to do so. Indeed, even if an employer does so, individual employees should not be foreclosed from intervention, since the employer's claim may be wholly tactical and may be withdrawn in exchange for union concessions.
87. See 473 F.2d 471, 477 (8th Cir. 1973 ). In Mansion House, it was the allegedly discriminating union that filed the charges that the employer's discharges had violated the NLRA. Id. at 472. Although the restoration of the employees' jobs might also have incidentally benefitted the union, the court did not mention that point when it enforced the Board's reinstatement order. The court's approach in Mansion House will presumably call for difficult determinations whether an allegedly discriminating union would be a "primary" or an "incidental" beneficiary of the Board's processes.
88. It is true that the Board does not purport to assign work to unions, as distinguished from particular categories of employees. 92 afforded the Board an opportunity to ad-1974). There an employer, charged with unilateral repudiation of an agreement in violation of section 8(a)(5) of the NLRA, asserted as an affirmative defense that the union discriminated against minorities. That defense failed for want of proof. Chairman Miller expressly reserved judgment on the question of the timeliness of that defense, which had not been raised until the first day of the hearing on the 8(a)(5) charges; two other Board members found it unnecessary to decide the timeliness question.
•90. The reasoning of Mansion House could -also be used to challenge the representational eligibility of unions whose internal rules regarding picket lines or political activities might adversely affect interests protected against encroachment by "governmental action". Furthermore, employers invoking the Board's processes will presumably face defenses based on their alleged racial discrimination. These defenses by unions could be distinguished from the employer's successful defense in Mansion House, on the ground that the Board does not confer any exclusive status on the employer. But cf. the sweeping statements of two members of the NLRB in Bekins Moving & Storage Co., 211 N.L.R.B. No. 7, 86 L.R.R.M. 1323 (June 7, 1974), discussed in text at notes 95-99 infra. It is also arguable that the federal government, if it protects employers against certain pressures, is "approving" the employer's discriminatory practices. One administrative law judge has already ruled that if the unfair practices of which an employer accuses a union are connected with the employer's racial discrimination, that discrimination is a valid affirmative defense against the charges involved. dress the statutory and operational considerations that had not been adequately developed in the court's opinion. A majority of the Board chose, however, to forego that opportunity and to concentrate on constitutional issues that probably were beyond its jurisdiction. 93 In Bekins, a union filed a petition for an election pursuant to section 9(c) of the Act, and the employer moved to dismiss on the ground that the union engaged in discrimination against females and Spanish-speaking and Spanish-surnamed individuals. The lead opinion, by Chairman Miller and Member Jenkins, concluded that proof of the employer's allegations would make the petitioning union ineligible for certification. In order to conserve the Board's resources, 94 they maintained, however, that those allegations should not bar an election and should be tried only if the petitioning union were to win the election. Member Kennedy concurred separately in the result; Members Fanning and Penello dissented.
The crux of the Miller-Jenkins opinion, 95 which applied the basic reasoning of Mansion House, was this: The duty of fair representation is rooted in the Constitution as well as the NLRA. 96 The Constitution bars certification of a union whose invidious discrimination reflects a "propensity to fail fairly to represent employees. ' 94. 211 N.L.R.B. No. 7, at 10, 86 L.R.R.M. at 1327. In addition, they urged that it would promote informed determination by the Board and safeguard due process for the litigants, id. at 11, 86 L.R.R.M. at 1327, but they did not develop these somewhat enigmatic observations.
The party objecting to a winning union's eligibility for certification is given five days after the Board's issuance of the ballot-tally for filing "properly substantiated objections." In proceedings involving the Mansion House defense, evidence regarding a union's membership practices will frequently not be immediately accessible to the objecting party; thus, discovery before the hearing will be necessary to make the factual showing that is a predicate for a hearing. This discovery is likely to jeopardize the anonymity of the union members, which normally is safeguarded under the NLRA. Invoking constitutional considerations, Miller and Jenkins rejected the dissenters' contention that the explicit language of section 9(c) of the Act deprives the NLRB of authority to withhold certification from a union that has won a free and fair election.
10 0 Finally, the lead opinion indicated that the parties would be entitied to judicial review of Board determinations "as to the proper scope of our duty and authority to conform our own law and procedures to the requirement of both the Constitution and legislation against invidious discrimination in employment. 
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The University of Chicago Law Review and indicated that the Board should require a pre-certification inquiry only when potential breaches of that duty would present constitutional questions. In his view, such questions would be raised by allegations that membership had been denied on the basis of race, alienage, or national origin, but not by allegations of discrimination based on sex.' 0 5 Reasoning that a duty of fair representation does not arise until a union has become the employee's exclusive representative, 0 6 he concluded that questions of sexual discrimination, and of other forms of discrimination that do not implicate the Constitution, should be resolved only after certification.1 0 7
The dissenters urged that the denial of certification was neither required by the Constitution nor permitted by the NLRA. They turned the majority's constitutional argument on its head, sug- gesting that since certified unions must refrain from invidious discrimination, certification tends to eliminate discrimination rather than to support it.' 0 8 They also noted that Board precedents implied that the exclusion of bargaining unit employees from union membership on invidious grounds would violate section 8(b)(1)(A) of the Act. 10 9 Since post-certification remedies, including those available through the Board's unfair labor practice machinery, could be invoked against union discrimination in membership practices, the dissenters saw no justification for a procedure by which employers could delay the establishment of collective bargaining relationships." 0
The dissenters also suggested"' that if the majority's basic position were sound, the determination of a union's eligibility should precede rather than follow an election, for several reasons. First, eligibility would be a factor in the employees' choice between two unions. Second, opening the election machinery to a discriminatory union could be viewed as governmental approval of discrimination and might show enough union strength to bring about employer recognition without certification. 
113.
If the Board is to make an eligibility determination prior to certification, the majority's preference for a post-election inquiry appears sound. First, it conserves resources by obviating the inquiry when the union loses the election. Second, it reduces the preelection delay and, consequently, may reduce the number of frivolous claims of discrimination filed with the Board. Third, it presumably will decrease claims of discrimination during the election campaign; although discrimination vel non may be an important consideration for the voters, an election campaign is a crude and divisive forum for getting at the facts. These three advantages of a post-election inquiry appear sufficient to override the dissenters' contrary arguments.
114. As the majority suggested, bargaining might be chilled by even a post-certification inquiry. See 211 N.L.R.B. No. 7, at 9, 86 L.R.R.M. at 1327. But the early establishment of majority status would presumably create a momentum that might encourage some employers to forego at least frivolous claims of discrimination. Furthermore, if the focusing the Board's inquiry on discrimination in a particular bargaining unit, rather than the union's entire jurisdiction, it would be responsive to the Board's concern for achieving fair representation and would be less time-consuming.
In addition, the dissenters' approach would avoid the suspension of important rights on the basis of allegations, and thereby would serve the values of the NLRA, Title VII and our legal system generally. Indeed, it is one of the several ironies of Bekins that the Board will suspend an important right on the basis of allegations of Title VII violations, while a party charged under that title suffers no legal disability until there is a judicial finding upholding the charge.
The indirect remedy sanctioned by Bekins may be less important than its implication that section 8(b)(1)(A) of the NLRA is violated when an incumbent union invidiously denies membership to employees of its bargaining unit. If the prospect of exclusion is, as the Board indicated, strong evidence of unfair representation, it would seem logical to conclude that actual exclusion should be held to violate the duty of fair representation. Indeed, as the dissenters in Bekins urged, 1 1 5 the Board in Glass Blowers Association (Owens-Illinois Inc.) 1 6 appears to have taken that step. In that case, a majority of the Board held that the maintenance of separate locals on the basis of sex violated section 8(b)(1)(A) of the Act, even though all employment discrimination based on sex had been eliminated and the certified union had granted each local substantial and equal participation in negotiations and grievance adjustment. The plurality opinion urged that such separation generated feelings of inferiority among females and emphasized that each group of employees, although bound by the outcome of grievances adjusted by the other group, was denied a voice in such adjustments."1 If separate, albeit apparently equal, representation of females and males in a bargaining unit is incompatible with the duty of fair representation, total exclusion of unit claims were filed by a rival union or by an employee, and the employer wished to obtain a stable bargaining relationship, the pendency of a postcertification inquiry would not have a chilling effect. In any event, since the Board's primary responsibility is the protection of employee self-determination, the establishment of an imperfect relationship would appear preferable to the refusal to establish any relationship at all until time-consuming inquiries are completed. [42:1 employees from membership on invidious grounds should even more clearly constitute a breach of that duty.
Glass Blowers is, however, a dubious basis for prediction, because the Board failed to confront the formidable difficulty presented by the proviso to section 8(b)(1)(A), which sought to safeguard union autonomy over membership policies. 118 In addition, the majority passed over the question of whether a union would violate section 8(b)(1)(A) if it denied membership to employees in a bargaining unit on non-invidious grounds. Plainly, if the touchstone of the opinion is denial of rights to participate, the fact that denial happens to be based on grounds proscribed by Title VII should not be decisive." 9 Despite all of the foregoing difficulties, a remedy against discriminatory membership practices based on section 8(b)(1)(A) would have substantial advantages over the Mansion House remedy. First, it would involve a legally enforceable order pinpointed at the offenses in question. Second, it would afford the accused union the protections of adversarial procedure and statutory judicial review, which might not be available in a section 9 proceeding. 120 Third, it would avoid the intractable problem of determining the scope of the "state action" rationale. Fourth, since this approach would focus on denial of participation rights in a specific bargaining unit, it would narrow the range of inquiry and focus it on the Board's stated concern, fair representation.' 2 ' Fifth, the Board's inquiry would be subject to the six months' limitation period embodied in section 10(b) of the NLRA; 12 2 the -resultant limitation of the inquiry would facilitate prompter dispositions. Sixth, it would pose fewer dangers to self-determination and industrial peace than the Mansion House approach.
The comparative advantages of a remedy based on section 8(b)(1)(A) do not, of course, justify a construction of the NLRA that grants the Board a power over union admission policies that 118 . Cf text and notes at notes 59-66 supra. 119. To hold that fair representation requires a union to give every member of the unit an option to join would cut deeply into the union autonomy that Congress sought to preserve by the proviso to section 8(b)(1)(A). It would also add a new dimension to questions about when unions may revoke membership on the basis of workers' conduct, such as dual unionism, strike-breaking, fiscal irregularity, and so on.
120. See notes 102-03 supra. 121. Thus, if a union admitted all employees within a newly certified unit, there would be no need to inquire about its policies in other units.
122. 29 U.S.C. § 160(b) (1970). Since, under the unfair labor practice theory, a duty to avoid discriminatory membership criteria would not arise until a union had achieved representation status, a charge of discriminatory criteria could not be exploited to bar an election for any substantial period.
Congress appears to have withheld. 12 3 But the remedy based on Mansion House is also incompatible with the provisions and history of the NLRA, as amended and is much less attractive than a remedy based on section 8(b)(1)(A).
Indeed, if section 8(b)(1)(A) is to be employed as a remedy against invidious discrimination in membership, the Board should reassess its remedy of revoking, or threatening to revoke, union certification because of such discrimination. Revocation frustrates a central purpose of the NLRA, and, not surprisingly, it apparently has been ordered only twice in the Board's history.
1 2 4 As we have seen,1 25 it emerged before the Board had developed a direct remedy against unfair representation in Miranda. Furthermore, Title VII and other remedies are available against invidious membership practices. The existence of these remedies and of a changing ethos is likely to increase the administrative costs, while reducing the benefits, of the Board's revocation remedy. Since that remedy is not commanded by the NLRA but is the product of the Board's discretion, the Board should reconsider whether it serves any useful function today.
IV. THE EXCLUSIVITY PRINCIPLE AND MINORITY PROTESTS AGAINST ALLEGED EMPLOYER DISCRIMINATION
A. The Emporium Case The Emporium1 2 6 case involved a variation of the underlying question raised by Mansion House, namely the proper accommodation between the NLRA's principle of majority rule and the policies reflected in Tide VII. More concretely, the issue in Emporium was whether concerted activities by dissident employees protesting alleged racial discrimination by an employer should have especially broad protection under the NLRA, by being insulated against employer discipline, even when the dissidents' conduct encroaches on the union's exclusive bargaining authority and disrupts the grievance arbitration machinery. detailed statement of the pertinent events' 27 will help illuminate the differences involved.
In April, 1968,128 several black employees of Emporium's San Francisco branch protested to their union representatives that Emporium's promotion policies discriminated against blacks. In September, the union informed the employees that it agreed with their claims and urged them to resort to the grievance arbitration machinery.' 2 9 This machinery, it said, although time-consuming, would produce a "long-lasting effect' 130 beneficial not only to the employees immediately concerned but also to others. Some of the employees expressed their "frustration"' 31 and suggested picketing the employer's store. The union, explaining its obligation to use the contractual grievance procedures, rejected that suggestion but added that individual employees could take other action provided that it was legal.' 32 Representatives of the California Fair Employment Practices Commission and of the local Equal Economic Opportunity Council, who were present at those discussions, also recommended recourse to the grievance procedure.
Pursuant to the union's request under the collective agreement, an adjustment board met on October 16 to hear the grievances that the employer, in violation of the contract, 33 was practicing racial discrimination. The union representative, while questioning employees, was interrupted by employee Hollins, who-reading from a prepared statement-objected that the testimony concerned individual rather than group grievances.' 34 Hollins added 130. %85 F.2d at 920. The delay from April to September was due, in part at least, to the fact that one of the claims of discrimination involved the denial of promotion to a Negro employee whose vacation was scheduled for May. During a May meeting between a union representative and ten employees, it was agreed "to take the matter up" at a later meeting, which occurred early in September. See TXD at 3.
131. 485 F.2d at 921. 132. Id.; TXD at 7. 133. The contract provided: "No person shall be discriminated against in regard to hire, tenure of employment or job status by reason of race, color, creed, national origin, age or sex." 485 F.2d at 920 n.3.
134. Id. at 921. The significance of this distinction in the context of Emporium is far from clear, as the court acknowledged. Id. at 929 n.35, 930 n.40. The union's charge of racial discrimination by the employer had been followed by broad allegations in a letter that he and the three other employees for whom he spoke wanted to talk only to the employer's president, 3 5 and that their "main purpose" was "to reach an agreement with him on conditions at Emporium."' 3 6 After declining to testify regarding their individual grievances, the four employees walked out of the meeting. Soon thereafter, Emporium's president rejected Hollins's request to discuss the company's discriminatory employment practices and referred him to the company's personnel director. Hollins, who had previously discussed the matter with the director, did not follow that suggestion.
On October 22, Hollins, Hawkins, and two other employees, acting without union authorization, called a press conference at which they read a handbill containing strongly worded charges of racism at Emporium and calling for a boycott.' 7 They announced plans to picket and handbill the store foi the purpose of trying "to talk to the top management to get better conditions for the Emporium."' 3 8
on April 11. See TXD at 3. The evidence indicated, moreover, that the union had been pressing all charges of violations that had evidentiary support. See iid. In any event, complaints on behalf of a group necessarily include individual cases. 485 F.2d at 929 n.35, 930 n.40. Perhaps the dissidents' insistence on "group participation" resulted from a plan to prove discrimination by generalized statistical evidence, or from the fact that the employer had apparently sought to rectify the specific claims of discrimination brought to his attention. See TXD at 8-9.
135 [42:1 On Saturday, November 2, Hawkins and Hollins, on their own time and again without union authorization, peacefully picketed the store and distributed copies of the same handbill to shoppers. The company warned the employees in writing, 13 9 and the union warned them orally, 40 that further recourse to publicity, rather than "legal remedies," would subject them to discharge. Nevertheless, on the following Saturday they repeated their picketing and handbilling. They were discharged on the next working day.
The Western Addition Community Organization1 4 ' filed a charge with the NLRB that those discharges had violated section 8(a)(1) of the Act. 42 Although the Board had set the case for oral argument-an unusual step-a majority of the members summarily adopted the trial examiner's findings and recommendations and dismissed the complaint. The trial examiner found that the employees had made their charges against Emporium in good faith, 43 but he did not find that the company had in fact been guilty of racial discrimination. He intimated that, apart from the contract or the exclusivity principle, the discharges would have been an unlawful reprisal against activities protected by section 7 of the NLRA, notwithstanding the grave harm that the dissidents' picketing and boycott activities might have inflicted on the em-139. This warning referred to the injury caused to the employer by the employees' activities and to the existence of remedies against discrimination. Id. at 923 n. 17.
140. Id. at 923; TXD at 7. The union did not, however, specifically direct the employees to stop picketing.
141. The two discharged employees were active members of this organization, a predominantly black group formed to fight racial discrimination. Brief for Petitioner at 5, Western Addition Community Org. v. NLRB, 485 F.2d 917 (D.C. Cir. 1973) .
142. The union invoked the contractual grievance procedure against the discharges but did not file a charge with the Board. 485 F.2d at 923; TXD at 11. When the Emporium case reached the Supreme Court, the union filed an amicus brief, urging the Court to affirm the judgment below but dissociating itself from the District of Columbia Circuit's limitation on the exclusivity principle. Brief for Department Store Employees Local 1100 as Amicus Curiae at 10, Emporium Capwell Co. v. Western Addition Community Org., and NLRB v. Western Addition Community Org., cert. granted, 415 U.S. 913 (1974) (Nos. 696 & 830, consolidated cases). The union also urged that the dissidents were discharged for picketing protected under the NLRA, and not for seeking to "bargain." Id. at 11-12.
143. TXD at 11. It should be noted, however, that the only specific case of alleged discrimination that the discharged employees could recall consisted of the failure to make Hollins a supervisor. Prior to October, Hollins had been told that he was qualified but would have to give up his Afro-natural haircut if he became a supervisor. He declined to do so. In October, he was offered the job again, apparently without any mention of the haircut condition, but he declined on the ground that he had been passed over earlier.
Id. at 8-9.
The General Counsel, urging that the dissidents' belief was reasonable, also relied on evidence that only a small percentage of Emporium's management group consisted of minority employees. Id. at 9. The trial examiner found the statistical evidence inconclusive. Id. at 11.
ployer. 144 He concluded, however, that those activities should be denied the protection of the NLRA for two reasons. 1 45 First, contrary to the union's advice, the discharged employees had engaged in activities that ran counter to the collective agreement and had obstructed the union's efforts to achieve a durable improvement in working conditions for racial minorities. Second, those employees had sought to force the employer to bargain with them regarding all minority employees, in derogation of the union's exclusive right to bargain on behalf of all members of the bargaining unit.' 4 6 In reversing the Board, the District of Columbia Circuit panel, in an opinion by Judge MacKinnon, ruled that the NLRA's protection of concerted activity should be enlarged when the activity is in protest against alleged racial discrimination. 47 The court explained this result as necessary to accommodate the policies of the NLRA and Title VII. The court emphasized section 704(a) of that title, which makes it "an unlawful employment practice for an employer to discriminate against any of his employees ... because he has opposed any ... unlawful employment practice" or participated in a proceeding under Title VII.' 48 Apparently, the court 144 . Id. at 9-13. 145. Id. at 13. 146. The examiner did not indicate whether each of those two reasons was sufficient, or whether both were necessary, as a basis for dismissal. Insofar as the dismissal rested on the ground that the dissidents' activities had contravened the collective'bargaining agreement, the legal significance of their having rejected the union's advice is far from clear. Presumably the contractual obligations that were violated were inferred from the arbitration and no-strike provisions of the collective agreement. See note 129 supra; cf Gateway Coal Co. v. UMW, 414 U.S. 368, 380-84 (1974) . A strike in the face of an express no-strike clause is unprotected activity regardless of whether the strike is approved by the union. Union approval or disapproval would appear to be equally irrelevant when employees act contrary to an implied obligation. Nevertheless, if a union encourages an employee to violate an implied obligation, he presents a more sympathetic case for statutory protection, albeit one that would foreshadow future administrative difficulties. In any event, no question of union encouragement was involved in Emporium. The examiner's emphasis on the union's opposition to the dissidents' self-help was apparently intended to reinforce his conclusion that self-help was designed to force bargaining with self-appointed spokesmen for splinter groups and, accordingly, derogated from the union's exclusive right to bargain.
147. Neither the majority nor the dissenting opinion attached any significance to whether the minority concerted activity was directed at alleged or proven discrimination. construed that section as proscribing the discharge of an employee solely because he had engaged in peaceful picketing against alleged racial discrimination by his employer.
1 49 Nevertheless, the court did not hold that section 704(a) barred the discharges in Emporium, where, as the court realized, the employees had gone beyond a simple protest against racial discrimination; for they had not only interfered with the grievance arbitration procedure but also had attempted to secure direct negotiations with the employer, in contravention of the exclusivity principle embodied in section 9(a) of the Act. 150 Although economic coercion of that kind would normally be unprotected, several considerations, in the court's view, called for special protection in the circumstances of the Emporium case. First, Title VII precluded any valid conflict between the union and individual employees over the elimination of racial discrimination. 15 1 Second, the dissidents' interference with the grievance machinery and the exclusivity principle was not crucial under the circumstances. Before resorting to self-help, the dissidents had enlisted the union's assistance and relied on the grievance process for several months. 15 2 Furthermore, they had not been working at cross purposes with the union, for the latter had also been attempting in good faith to eliminate the asserted discrimination.
53
In the court's view, the dissidents' prior recourse to the union, together with their reasonable belief that the union was not eliminating all discrimination, 154 had made it necessary for the Board the "opposed" practices and their impact on legitimate competing interests-including, presumably, orderly bargaining and dispute settlement. 154. 485 F.2d at 931. The majority emphasized this initial recourse to the union in its effort to distinguish Emporium from NLRB v. Tanner Motor Livery, Ltd., 419 F.2d 216 (9th Cir. 1969 ). See 485 F.2d at 926, 929. But Tanner did not qualify the exclusivity principle in racial cases and did not imply that initial recourse to the union would per se lead to such a qualification. Indeed, the thrust of the Tanner opinion was to the contrary, see 419 F.2d at 218-22, the court reserving the question of whether minorities would be "entitled" to deal directly with their employer even if intraunion processes reached illegal decisions. Id.
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[42:1 to "inquire ... whether the union was actually remedying the discrimination to the fullest extent possible by the most expedient and efficacious means. Where the union's efforts fall short of this high standard, the minority group's concerted activities cannot lose its [sic] Section 7 protection.' 5 5 The court remanded the case to the Board for a finding concerning the union's compliance with that standard.
56
Judge Wyzanski's dissent was directed only at the terms of the remand order, not at the majority's limitation of the principle of majority rule in "racial cases." Indeed, his views on the latter issue were more sweeping and unequivocal than the majority's. He criticized his brethren's attempt to minimize the dissidents' encroachment on the exclusivity principle, urging that the dissidents had gone well beyond an effort to remedy grievances and had sought to bargain directly on all management policies affecting minority employees.' 57 He urged, however, that in racial cases the exclusivity principle should be completely ignored, and that minorities should be free to deal directly with their employer regarding racial discrimination in employment. 15 Otherwise, he urged, minority interests would be left in the care of representatives of white majorities, whose interests (in the short run, at least) conflict with those of minority groups-a result that, in his view, raises grave constitutional questions. 15 9 In my view, the court's opinion presents several significant difficulties. First, it underestimates the threat posed by minority action to several interrelated values central to the NLRA, namely, the preservation of an incumbent union's exclusive bargaining authority and the promotion of orderly collective bargaining and industrial peace. Second, it directs the /Board, in some circumstances, to apply a special standard that is unworkably vague. Finally, the Emporium approach, although predicated on the need to accommodate the NLRA with Title VII, appears to be inconsistent with substantive and procedural aspects of that title. at 221. Judge Wyzanski's conclusion that the majority's approach is diametrically opposed to Tanner seems inescapable. 485 F.2d at 940.
155. 485 F.2d at 931 (emphasis in original). 156. The court also stated that, on remand, "the board may consider... whether the picketing ....
considering the language used, was so disloyal to their employer as to remove [the employees] from the protection of section 7." Id. at 931. That issue had not been resolved by the Board or the trial examiner, although the latter had discussed it extensively. TXD at 11-12.
157. Before discussing these difficulties, it is important to consider the frequency with which they are likely to occur. It will be recalled that the court required the Board to apply the "most efficacious" standard to union measures directed at racial discrimination only if two conditions are fulfilled: first, prior recourse by dissidents to the union or the grievance procedure; second, reasonable grounds for the dissidents' belief that discrimination exists and that the union was not seeking to eliminate all of it. But those conditions are so easy to satisfy that they are unlikely to be significant limitations on minority activity or on the Board's duty to apply a special standard in "racial cases." The requirement of prior recourse to the union will be easily met, since it is not coupled with any requirement for exhaustion of whatever machinery, such as arbitration, the union may have invoked. Furthermore, it is likely that reasonable, but erroneous, perceptions of racial discrimination will continue to exist in numerous employment situations. 1 6 0 Misperceptions of this kind afe to be expected so long as any racial group is less successful than others and so long as pervasive suspicion of employer "racism" persists. In addition, the protean and expanding nature of antidiscrimination law is likely to contribute to reasonable but erroneous perceptions of racial discrimination. These considerations will make it easy to satisfy the court's second condition.
Although Emporiuim involved alleged discrimination against blacks, the benefits of the court's special standard will presumably have to be extended to the other blocs that may exist in a diversified bargaining unit: Mexican-Americans, Puerto Ricans, Asiatics, females, and so on. Each of those groups may have its own dissatisfactions, including perceptions that its members are suffering from discrimination or that some other group is being favored by "reverse discrimination." Each of those groups may, moreover, have its self-appointed spokesmen seeking to remedy or to exploit actual or perceived discrimination. In any event, if blacks are granted a special dispensation from the constraints of the exclusivity principle, it is difficult to see a principled basis 1610 . In Gateway Coal Co. v. UMW, 414 U.S. 368, 385-86 (1974) . the Court protected the arbitration system from a similar threat by holding that objective evidence of abnormally dangerous work conditions, as distinguished from honest subjective fears, was necessary to legitimate a strike in the face of a contractual no-strike pledge. The union had %ought to justilf) its slliikv on the b AN (if sc tion 502 of the LMRA, 29 U.S.C. § 1-13 (1970) . which provides that "'the quitting of labor b% an employee or employees in good faith because of abnormall% dangerous [work] conditions shall [not] be deemed a strike under this chapter."
for denying the dispensation to members of other groups protected by Title VII. A variable standard would be inconsistent with the principle of nondiscrimination embodied in Title VII 16 1 and would raise difficult questions of constitutionality. 62 And even if these legal difficulties were surmounted, legal protection of independent action by one favored group would probably lead to similar action by other groups without regard to whether they enjoyed specific statutory protection.
l he alternative to variable standards for different groups would, of course, be to sanction a general splintering of bargaining units on the basis of tricky and divisive criteria) This alternative would jeopardize a vital ingredient of our labor relations system.(Splintering of this kind would reduce the bargaining leverage of unions by eroding their authority to speak for the entire unit and to reconcile conflicting interests.'63VIt would also subject employers to increased risks of conflicting and escalating demands (enforced by disruptive activities, actual or threatened) from various factions that might enjoy the protection of the NLRA. These results would plainly be incompatible with the NLRA's purpose of promoting industrial peace.' 64 Furthermore, it seems unlikely that fragmentation of bargaining units would foster equal employment opportunity. The more likely result would be the exacerbation of inter-group antagonisms and the reduction of the reciprocal toleration of diversity that, in the end, promotes equal opportunity in employmen.,
The concerted activities involved in Emporium also threatened another objective of the NLRA: the insulation of established and lawful bargaining relationships from the pressure of recognitional picketing by rival labor organizations.
6 5 The dissident group in Emporium, despite its loose structure, appears to have been a "labor organization" under the NLRA, since it had sought direct bargaining with the employer over employment conditions. 166 Under the circumstances, the dissidents' picketing was proscribed by the provisions of section 8(b)(7)(A). In reversing the Board's denial of protection, the court failed to notice that the benefits of section 7 do not generally extend to activities that contravene the purposes of the NLRA.
167
Finally, the court minimized the tensions between the dissidents' self-help and the national policy that arbitration, rather than economic pressure, should be the means for resolving grievances arising under a collective bargaining agreement. 1 68 To effectuate that policy, courts have held that contractual provisions calling for the submission of grievances to arbitration imply an obligation not to strike over those grievances. 16 9 Furthermore, strikes in violation of no-strike obligations have been denied protection under the NLRA.1 70 It is not clear whether the general policy in support of arbitration also calls for denial of statutory protection to employees who do not strike but who picket in order to trigger a consumers' boycott. But the spirit of that policy would warrant that rule, since the economic damage of a boycott might in some situations pose threats to the arbitration system similar to the threats created by a strike.
Despite the risks of undermining important purposes of national labor policy, the Emporium majoitity was prepared to limit the exclusivity principle unless the Board found that the union had satisfied the formidable standard newly devised by the court. Under that standard the Board must permit self-help unless the union is "actually remedying the discrimination to the fullest extent That standard is so vague as to be unmanageable. It implicates a host of factors, including the nature of the alleged discrimination; the composition of the work force; the history of the bargaining relationship; the resources and attitude of the employer; the proof and financial resources available to the union; the desirability of quick relief, as distinguished from longer-term affirmative action or training; and the probable responses of various tribunals. If a union is seeking to eliminate discrimination (actual or alleged),' 7 2 its options typically will include the grievance arbitration process, more general bargaining during the term of an agreement or upon its expiration, and complaints to other governmental tribunals, such as the EEOC. Presumably, the union will not have to consider strikes or boycotts that clearly violate a subsisting agreement-although that point is not wholly clear from the court's opinion.
7 3
The factors bearing on the efficacy of a union's efforts are so numerous and imponderable that the "standard" fails to provide a manageable basis for the retrospective judgments required of the Board and reviewing courts. Those judgments are likely to be shaped by hindsight--i.e., by the outcome of a union's strategy. And even hindsight will be of dubious help when dissidents are granted a privilege to abort a union's measures and when there is not even a finding as to whether employment discrimination existed in the enterprise involved. Hindsight will, moreover, 171. 485 F.2d at 931 (emphasis in the original). The court failed to indicate whether the burden of persuasion on that issue devolves on the respondent employer or on the NLRB. That question is of considerable importance, given the vagueness of the test.
172. The "most efficacious" test seems to presuppose a situation in which the union agrees with employee claims of racial discrimination. But union leaders and members will sometimes disagree in good faith over such claims. Indeed, a union ought to screen out grievances it deems frivolous, and it has considerable latitude in doing so under the When a union rejects a claim of discrimination, it can scarcely be expected to use the most efficacious means of remedying it. Self-help in those circumstances would appear to be more deserving of statutory protection than in the case where the union is taking reasonable curative action. But the court's opinion suggests the contrary principle, stressing that the union and the dissidents "were not working at cross-purposes but were both attempting to eradicate racially discriminatory employment practices." 485 F.2d at 930.
173. The Court's observation that the two-front bargaining sought by the dissidents involved only "inconvenience" (485 F.2d at 931) and its remand of the "disloyalty" issue suggests that resort to such economic measures is not necessary for compliance with the Emporium standard. Nevertheless, in some situations picketing of the kind involved in Emporium might itself be considered incompatible with the spirit and purpose of a no-strike clause and might trigger as much loss to an employer as a strike.
[42:1 show only the results of the union's approach and not whether alternative approaches would have been more fruitful.
The Board's predictable difficulties under the Emporium standard will naturally be shared by employees and employers. Dissidents relying on it will be gambling with their jobs.
7 4 Employers will run the risk of committing an unfair labor practice, regardless of what measures they take when minority self-help is injuring their enterprise. If an employer seeks to end or to forestall the self-help by bargaining with the dissidents, he will run the risk of being held to have violated section 8(a)(5) of the NLRA if it is later determined that the union has met the Emporium test. On the other hand, if he disciplines the dissidents, he will run the risk of being held to have violated section 8(a)(1) or section 8(a)(3) if it is later determined that the union has failed to meet that test. Furthermore, if he rolls with the punch or makes concessions, he will invite other employee blocs, organized on racial or other lines, to attempt self-help in the future, thereby increasing the risk of industrial unrest and erosion of the prerogatives of the bargaining agent.
The difficulties generated by the court's approach would be more acceptable if that approach were necessary to achieve the court's goal-safeguarding racial minorities against union leaders who are guilty of procrastination or neglect in protecting minority interests. Obviously, however, there are other checks against those union lapses, including the remedies embodied in Title VII and in the duty of fair representation. Recourse to Title VII is not foreclosed by the applicability of grievance arbitration procedures, by their invocation, or even by an arbitration award dismissing claims of racial discrimination. 1 7 5 That title is thus available to employees who are dissatisfied with the union's antidiscrimination measures or distrustful of grievance arbitration. While concluding that the "policy" of Title VII called for an expansion of NLRA protections, the court strangely ignored the remedies in Title VII itself.
Apparently, the court also failed to consider that Title VII promotes its "policy" in the context of certain procedural protections. 174 . In order to reduce such risks, it has been suggested that when employees, not acting through the union, engage in peaceful and non-disruptive activity that would be protected by section 7 of the NLRA, but for the exclusivity principle of section 9, their employer must advise them to work through the union if he is not to waive his right to discipline such activity if it continues. See NLRB v. Tanner Motor Livery, Ltd., 419 F.2d 216, 222 (9th Cir. 1969).
175. See text and notes at notes 83-86 supra.
The statute emphasizes the importance of an opportunity for conciliation and voluntary compliance. 17 6 As a condition for granting relief, it also requires a judicial finding, not merely a plaintiff's reasonable belief, that proscribed discrimination has occurred,' 1 7 7 and the charged party is guaranteed an opportunity to be heard.1 7 8 To be sure, private pressures, such as picketing and consumer boycotts, are not governed by the same procedural safeguards that surround the imposition of official sanctions. But the absence of those protections is relevant to the issue of whether private pressures should have extraordinary protection under the NLRA.
The court also ignored Title VII procedures designed to protect the union's interest in employment arrangements. When collective agreements are challenged under that title, EEOC regional offices welcome union participation in conciliation efforts.
7 9 Furthermore, in Title VII actions challenging the legality of those agreements, unions appear to be indispensable parties. 80 Thus, the dissidents' conduct in Emporium gave the union no opportunity to assert the rights of participation that it would have enjoyed if its activities or its agreement had been attacked in a Title VII proceeding. This contrast points up another ironic implication of the Emporium case, since ordinarily majoritarian interests are protected by the NLRA and individual interests by Title VII' 8 '
B. Related Problems and Alternative Solutions
The unsatisfactory features of the Emporium case invite a survey of other ways in which the NLRA's customary principle of exclusivity could be modified in order to grant minority spokesmen a larger role in dealing with a company regarding claims of employment discrimination. One possibility would be to permit minority spokesmen to participate with the union in advancing such claims. This approach would differ from the one unequivocally sanctioned by Judge Wyzanski in his Emporium dissent and qualifiedly sanctioned by the majority, because it would not enlarge statutory protection for independent economic action by minority groups. It would instead permit an employer, without violating the NLRA, to establish orderly procedures that would give a voice to both minority spokesmen and statutory representatives. Closer examination of this suggestion in various situations indicates that it is not a desirable alternative.
In major bargaining over the terms of a new agreement, there are strong reasons for rejecting a tripartite procedure, although similar procedures have been used under Title VII.
182 Those reasons are rooted in the differences between Title VII and the NLRA. As just mentioned, 183 the NLRA is oriented towards the protection of collective or majoritarian interests and Title VII towards individual interests. Furthermore, under the NLRA the ultimate weapon for protecting collective interests is a strike, but the ultimate weapon under Title VII is a lawsuit. And in Title VII proceedings, rules regarding intervention and parties 18 4 provide a basis for determining which minority spokesmen are to be heard and under what circumstances. But in connection with bargaining over the terms of a new collective agreement, neither Title VII nor the NLRA provides a basis for identifying authentic minority representatives or for enforcing their "right" to participate. This gap produces a troubling dilemma. As already indicated, to give statutory protection to minority strikes that are designed to enforce that "right" would compromise the values of the NLRA. On the other hand, to deny that protection would leave minorities with nothing but a paper right, the substance of which would depend on the employer's grace. And complete employer control over minority participation would. invite precisely the divide-and-conquer tactics that the principle of exclusivity was designed to avoid. Thus the tripartite participation that was developed under Title VII appears infeasible for use under the NLRA, except where the union has waived its exclusivity and consented to parallel or coordinated participation by spokesmen for minority groups.
A different set of factors bears on majority and minority rights when claims of racial discrimination rest on express or implied contractual provisions and are advanced through contractual grievance procedures. Such claims bring section 9(a)' 85 of the NLRA into play. Participation by aggrieved persons would be wholly consistent with the limitation on the exclusivity principle that is embodied in the first proviso to that section. It is true that section 9(a) has been read as giving an employer an option, rather than a duty, to deal with individual grievants.' 86 And employers sometimes bargain away their option, agreeing that the union is to be the exclusive channel for grievances. But racial grievances are particularly likely to evoke substantial concern on the part of individual grievants about the union's devotion to their cause. There is thus a strong case for giving such grievants direct access to their employers regardless of contrary contractual provisions.
Direct access could, however, be protected without developing a racially oriented rule. The reasoning behind the Miranda doctrine could be extended so as to make the "right" of individual presentation pursuant to section 9(a) enforceable by the NLRB and immune from elimination by the collective agreement or by the employer's policies.' 8 7
Even this approach would not, in and of itself, legitimate representation of grievants by civil rights organizations; for section 9(a) has been construed as not permitting rival unions to represent individual grievants.' 88 Taken at face value, this rule would deny groups like the Western Addition Community Organization 185. That section, after providing for majority rule and exclusive representation, continues:
Provided, That any individual employee or a group of employees shall have the right at any time to present grievances to their employer and to have such grievances adjusted, without the intervention of the bargaining representative, as long as the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of a collective-bargaining contract or agreement then in effect: Providedfurther, That the bargaining representative has been given opportunity to be present at such adjustment. 29 U.S.C. § 159(a) (1970). [42:1 a right to participate in grievance adjustment, except with the consent of the incumbent union. The rule barring rival unions is not without its difficulties, 18 9 and in racial cases the analogy to Title VII procedures' 9 " might serve to justify participation by minority group spokesmen in the contractual grievance procedure. But, as already indicated, almost any grievance involving a member of a minority group can be and usually is formulated as a racial grievance. Accordingly, the Title VII analogy has the potential for creating large-scale disruption of the grievance arbitration structure, by turning a grievance into a counter in a power struggle among rival labor organizations. Since there already is a distinctive remedy under Title VII, we should probably reject a rule that would grant special rights of representation in the grievance arbitration process to individual grievants belonging to ''minority groups."
The adoption of such a rule would rest on a distinction between the formulation of an agreement through collective bargaining and its administration through the grievance machinery. That distinction is, however, often more formal than real. The formulation and administration of agreements are overlapping elements of a single bargaining system, rather than nicely separable processes. And administration of the agreement through the grievance procedure may reveal gaps or deficiencies in the agreement and may lead to new standards for the omitted case or to modifications of preexisting standards. 191 The distinction between grievance adjustment and major bargaining may seem especially vulnerable when a "grievance" resting on a contractual no-discrimination clause is in effect an attack on the fundamental rules governing employment, promotion, and job classification within an enterprise. Such an attack involves matters that typically are on the agenda for collective bargaining. Accordingly, it is arguable that to confer rights of minority participation only when a claim could be characterized as a "grievance" would give undue weight to the form of the complaint.
Despite the force of that argument, it should, in my view, be rejected. Even though the substantive agendas for major bargaining and grievance adjustment, respectively, may in some cases be congruent, there is a fundamental difference in the means normally employed to resolve a deadlock in each of the two processes. In major bargaining, a strike (or lockout) is the typical procedure; in grievance adjustment, arbitration is the customary and preferred method. Consequently, minority grievants may be granted independent standing without risking a large increase in economic warfare or a significant erosion of the authority of the bargaining agent. In collective bargaining those dangers would, however, be substantial once minority blocs acquired an independent voice regarding the terms of a new-contract.
Additional considerations are involved when, during the term of a contract, a member of a minority group accuses his employer of racial discrimination that does not constitute and is not alleged to constitute a violation of the agreement. Plainly, any employee should have the right to charge his employer with breaking laws that supersede or supplement the provisions of a collective agreement. Section 704(a) of Title VII, as already indicated, protects such complainants against reprisals. Furthermore, if an employer finds such a complaint well-founded, he should be entitled to start obeying the law without prior bargaining with the union.
192
But if the employer rejects a noncontractual claim, neither the NLRA 193 nor most collective bargaining structures provide a basis for relief to the complainant. Indeed, the employer's position would be that the complaint is in essence a demand that he modify the agreement. An employer is not required to bargain over a union's demand if acquiescence would involve altering the provisions of the agreement. 94 His duty can scarcely be greater if the demand is presented by a rank and file employee. Indeed, 1695, 1696 (1971) . Quite apart from any legal obligation, it usually would be sound labor relations for an employer to consult with an incumbent union before terminating a contract clause deemed illegal. In addition, an employer who terminates a contractual clause as violative of Title VII would presumably be required to bargain over a substitute clause. In practice, the latter type of bargaining would frequently coalesce with bargaining over termination.
193. Although one court has held that racial discrimination by an employer violates the NLRA, the Board has not acquiesced in that holding and it appears contrary to the legislative history of the NLRA. See note 10 supra. [42:1 once it is clear that no question of a legal violation is involved, bargaining over or compliance with such a demand, without the union's consent, would violate the employer's duty to bargain, under section 8(a)(5) of the NLRA.
The preceding discussion has concentrated on situations in which there is no proof that the employer has discriminated or that the union has defaulted on its duty of fair representation in dealing with that alleged discrimination. When there is proof that violations of either kind have occurred, self-help protesting the violations could be defended by analogies to several labor law rules that have developed without special reference to racial discrimination. These doctrines embody a comparative fault approach that takes into account the nature of the employer's antecedent misconduct. Thus, employees discharged for misconduct on the picket line may be reinstated by the NLRB if their misconduct was provoked by employer unfair labor practices. 195 Similarly, if an employer commits flagrant unfair labor practices that threaten a union's existence, a resultant strike may be held protected even though the governing collective bargaining agreement contains a no-strike clause.'
96
When union, rather than employer, misconduct is involved, NLRB precedents have limited the principle of majority rule. As indicated above, unions that have violated the duty of fair representation may have their NLRB certifications revoked or may be denied a place on an NLRB election baillot. 1 97 Furthermore, such violations may, under established NLRB 98 and judicial' 9 9 doctrines, excuse an employee from the requirement that he exhaust the grievance arbitration machinery before he resorts to the courts or the Board for enforcement of his rights under a collective bargaining agreement.
There is a persuasive case for adapting the foregoing doctrines to self-help in "racial cases." In such situations, as in those in-volving unfair labor practices, there may be strong psychological pressures for recourse to self-help rather than to adjudicative remedies. Those psychological considerations are reinforced by the fact that Title VII remedies, like NLRA remedies, are subject to delays resulting from congested dockets 20 0 and other factors. Moreover, restrictions on employee self-help that protect the exclusivity principle can be viewed as a corollary of the union's duty of fair representation. Consequently, breach of that duty to minorities should perhaps release them from their obligation to respect the union's plenary authority. Finally, if the Board were to require actual proof of discrimination as a condition for protecting self-help measures, it presumably would force minority members to think twice before resorting to such measures and would, correspondingly, tend to prevent injury to parties reasonably but erroneously charged with discriminatory practices. There are, however, competing considerations that militate against applying the Board's comparative fault precedents to selfhelp that is prompted by violations of Title VII or the duty of fair representation. That extension would create still another remedy in an area already replete with overlapping remedies. Furthermore, the Board lacks any special expertise concerning Title VII violations. Given the congestion in its docket, there is a serious question whether the Board should be directed to apply a new and difficult body of law in order to reach decisions that would not bar a subsequent Title VII action. There also can be a lack of symmetry between the interests of the party that violated Title VII and the interests likely to be injured by self-help. Thus, when the employer and not the union is the offender, self-help that encroaches on the exclusivity principle may harm the union and its constituents by fracturing their solidarity. Obversely, when self-help is prompted by a union's breach of the duty of fair representation, the injury to the employer may be excessive in relation to his offense, if any.
Apart from any asymmetry, there is the uncertainty inherent in determining which employee protests should be protected. Suppose, for example, the NLRB finds that an employer's testing procedures are a violation of Tide VII. Should a strike protesting those procedures be protected, notwithstanding a contract provision banning all strikes during the term of the agreement? Plainly, a broadened comparative fault standard would add new complexities to a regulatory scheme that already has at least its fair share of fine lines of distinction. Indeed, recourse to selfhelp is likely to involve serious risks of miscalculation by dissident minority employees. Although the issue is not free from doubt, the disadvantages of the extension of the comparative fault standard described above appear to outweigh its advantages. 
CONCLUSION
Mansion House, Bekins, and Emporium reflect an admirable purpose but, in my view, unsatisfactory rationales and results. In Mansion House, the court echoed constitutional arguments that the Board had articulated when there had been a developing consensus against racial discrimination and an absence of visible and effective remedies. Those arguments had, however, been outdistanced by events, particularly the enactment of Title VII, which had filled a remedial gap and thus altered the constitutional position. Bekins provided the Board with an opportunity to provide the specialized guidance that it had not supplied in Mansion House. The Board chose, however, to invoke its own stale constitutional exegesis, perhaps because it had received a judicial blessing in Mansion House. Finally, in Emporium, the court's opinion failed to expose the full range of difficulties that would result from racially oriented expansion of the NLRA's protection. These three cases could serve as textbook examples of both the adjudicative lag and the failure of the different parts of the administrative-judicial system to discharge their distinctive responsibilities.
These cases also are a reminder that a proper adjustment between two complex statutes is unlikely when the underlying premise is "the more remedies for racial discrimination, the better."
202. There is also a technical obstacle to such an extension: When antecedent employer unfair labor practices provoke employee misconduct, a Board order remedying the employer's discipline therefor rests on the Board's authority to remedy the em- Judicial acceptance of that premise appears to have become a measure of commitment to the ideal of equal opportunity and a vehicle for moral instruction on the evils of discrimination. But such instruction should, of course, be the byproduct of, not a substitute for, careful analysis of the relations between potentially overlapping statutes. The disregard, of that commonplace, perhaps, lies behind the final irony of these three decisions: There is little reason to believe that they will make an effective contribution to eliminating racial discrimination; but there are good reasons for believing that they will compromise the purposes of the NLRA, which are valued by the historic victims of racial discrimination, among other segments of our society.
